Distracting or informative? Examining signage for cyclists using eye-tracking
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Abstract: There is great political motivation to improve conditions for cyclists to help solving the transport needs of the future. We used eye-tracking to collect data and analysed it using a novel machine learning approach. 40 cyclists in total were tasked with navigating a set route through the Oslo city centre. One group before the new infrastructure was in place and one group after. The analysis focused on developing a method that could be used to investigate how a new signage strategy impacted cyclists in Oslo. Improving signage could create safer traffic conditions for cyclists, while avoiding adding distracting elements. The algorithms developed were able to detect and categorize a variety of important objects. The signage system itself seemed to result in some route change among cyclists, but not all followed the suggested route. Qualitative analyses suggests that those who deviated cycled faster and looked less at signs, than those who chose the suggested route. The paper discusses strengths and weaknesses involved in this approach. While useful, one should be careful to conclude that gaze behaviour reflects the true inner consciousness of cyclists.
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1 Introduction

Norwegian authorities seek to enhance cycling conditions to encourage more people to cycle. One of the challenges to increase cycling shares in cities, is making it easy and accessible to find the safest, quickest, and most comfortable routes. One way to help cyclists find such routes are through signage.

Political goals have been set to increase cycling shares in Norway (Espeland & Amundsen 2012). It has been estimated that cyclists are more prone to serious accidents than many other road users, such as cars (Bjørnskau 2020). This highlights the importance of improving cycling environments, particularly in cities where most of the cycling occurs. While setting ambitious goals is important to create progress, research suggests that Norway is not meeting their ambitions in terms of cycling shares (Lunke & Grue 2018). Different conditions also affect cyclists differently, with females suffering more from adverse conditions than men do (Aasvik & Bjørnskau 2021). This could also extend to navigating complex traffic environments, where some groups suffer more from poor signage than others. Nonetheless, it accentuates the need for more systematic knowledge about conditions for cyclists.
The current system for bicycle signage is largely based on signage principles for motorists. Although cyclists share many similarities with car drivers, it is conceivable that they have other needs. Knowledge concerning cyclists’ information needs and wayfinding strategies is very limited, and little is known about how well current bicycle signage actually works. Therefore, there is a need for increased knowledge on how bicycle signage best can be adapted to support wayfinding for cyclists and contribute to increased cycling.

In the Netherlands, Denmark and England, road markings have been tested as a supplement to sign posts. Evaluations show that the combination of road markings on the ground and signage is perceived as useful by cyclists, especially as it reduces the need to pick up the phone to reorient along the way (Hoeke et al. 2019; Jennings et al. 2016; Københavns kommune 2015). These studies, however, say little about how much and what kind of information should be presented. A simulator study by Brown et al. (2017) indicates that road markings on the ground are noticed and contribute to fewer wrong turns.

Moreover, they found that simple symbols in combination with bright colours such as orange or green appear to be most effective and conspicuous, while rich textual information reduces readability. So far, the research says little about the traffic safety implications of presenting information both on the ground and on signs at eye level. In general, it is important to limit the number of visual elements that road users must attend to, especially in complex traffic environments. Mixed traffic intersections have been found to draw the visual attention of cyclists, particularly experienced cyclists (Rupi & Krizek 2019). This may be because they are better suited to recognize important infrastructure and focus their attention on it. Cyclists visual focus has also been shown to be situationally dependent, and drawn towards objects with future collision potential (Kovacsova et al. 2018). The suitability of road marking may thus vary according to the complexity of the traffic environment, cyclists’ experience, and the number of competing visual elements. Research is needed to better understand these differences and whether they help or distract the cyclist.

Figure 1 Examples of elements used for the new signage systems: road marking, with arrow and route identity; intersection sign; street pylon

Oslo city council recently implemented six different ways to improve route guidance for cyclists. These six measures are (some examples are shown in Figure 1):

- Road markings with a bike symbol and arrow
- Route identity
- Signage with trip times (rather than distance)
- Intersection route map signs, showing how the route continues through intersections
• Signage leading to the routes
• Street pylons, i.e., detailed information signs showing the full route.

These were previously investigated using road-side interviews and video recordings (Milch et al. 2019). Results suggested that while most participants use their smartphones to plan a route, few of them stop during their ride to check up on it. This means that cyclists in Oslo usually plan a route and rely on environmental cues to stay on their planned route. This has important implications for our understanding of how best to help cyclists navigate a dense city landscape.

One aspect of cyclist navigation that has received less attention, is the actual gaze behaviour of cyclists. While most people have a sense of what they need to look at to navigate safely and successfully, little is known about what cyclists choose to look at and for how long. Some research using eye-trackers suggests that optimal gaze behaviour requires an equilibrium of attention location between the central trajectory of the cyclist and lateral part of the environment (Mantuano et al. 2017). Another important fixation of cyclists is towards discontinuities of the infrastructure such as crosswalks or intersections. The researchers argue that more demanding infrastructure (i.e. a lack of separation between road users) lead to less fixation on hazardous elements (Mantuano et al. 2017). These interactions between infrastructure, situational demands, and cyclists needs to be better understood to promote cycling in the future.

There is also a risk that, in a dense city environment, overly information-heavy signage may become more of a distraction than informational. Situational dependencies of cyclists visual attention have been previously documented (Kovacsova et al. 2018). Perhaps even reducing signage to a minimum would be an improvement for cyclist safety, allowing them to spend all their attention resources on navigating traffic safely. Some research suggests that experienced cyclists to a larger extent fixate on complex traffic environments (Rupi & Krizek 2019), while others find that cyclists are no better at recognizing infrastructure hazards than non-cyclists (Brazil et al. 2017). The current research aims to add to this knowledge gap by finding novel ways of investigating what cyclists look at in everyday traffic environments. We also examine the level of information they need to navigate successfully, as this may lead to improving conditions for future cyclists.

Measuring gaze behaviour gives a novel insight into how cyclists use their visual attention for navigation. Visual attention can be viewed as a beam of light that shines on some aspects of our senses while ignoring others (Reisberg 2013). How we choose what to focus on can be determined by conscious deliberation (typically top-down) or by salient stimuli in our environment (typically bottom-up). Signage could in some ways fall a bit in-between these categories. They are typically coloured red in Oslo, along with the cycle lanes, and this coloration have been found to impact perceived safety, ease of visualization and visibility (Fyhri et al. 2021b). Ease of visualization is particularly linked to how familiar participants are with this infrastructure. In a busy environment, it would be easier to find these signs if the cyclists know what to look for. Such a visual priming would also be advantageous because it eases visual processing of stimuli (Reisberg 2013; Kristjánsson & Campana 2010).

There is a complex and dynamic interaction between bottom-up and top-down visual attention (Connor et al. 2004). This could also be linked with the inherent difficulty in measuring cognitive inattention among car drivers (Regan & Strayer 2014). These findings all suggest that simply asking cyclists what they find distracting and sources of visual information they prefer, may not be a straight-forward process. Using more objective data, such as analysing gaze behaviour, may be another way to learn more about how to best design signage for cyclists.

However, gaze behaviour represents a complex entity. There is not necessarily a clear link between gaze fixation and conscious awareness, as cyclists’ could notice elements in their peripheral vision or movement without directly looking at it (Reisberg 2013). Wayfinding is an
activity that requires some conscious deliberation, but this deliberation could be affected by sensory information that does not itself reach conscious awareness. One critical approach would be to investigate gaze behaviour and how it changes in demanding or non-demanding environments or while using different signage strategies. Other distractions from critical traffic-oriented gaze behaviour could also be explored.

Eye-tracking (ET) is a way to gather data about how people use their visual attention. This has proven useful in many settings and may yield useful information about signage. This has for instance recently been tested using mixed reality paradigms with success (Cai et al. 2018). Research has also used ET to investigate how to design and place signs to capture the right amount of attention (Tang 2020). Their results are positive and shows that ET is a useful way to investigate these research questions. However, there still is uncertainty about how best to analyse and interpret the data. People can react to stimuli of which they are largely unaware, or may fail to perceive stimuli that are in plain sight (Sagberg et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2015; Reisberg 2013). A clinical demonstration of this is the condition known as blindsight where clinically blind patients are able to act upon visual stimuli (Cowey 2010). This complicates the interpretation of ET data, because we cannot draw conclusions from gaze behaviour to awareness.

2 Research questions

This study’s aim was twofold. The first is to investigate new methods to analyse how measures for route guidance affect cyclists in real traffic environments. Second, we examine the effect of the new wayfinding system itself, in terms of ease of use and traffic safety. In the current article we present our approach to gathering and analysing data collected using eye-tracking for cyclists, and a discussion of how these data could be used and interpreted. This approach could yield objective data about cyclists’ gaze behaviour and navigational needs. Our research questions were: (1) to what extent was the new signage strategy employed by Oslo city council helpful information, i.e. that it affected route choice, or was experienced as positive; and (2) to what extent is the strategy a distracting element? More precisely, we wanted to explore whether the increased amount of route information that was provided to the cyclists, was detrimental to their attention to other road users.

3 Methods

3.1 Participants and procedure

Participants were primarily recruited among parents of kids in school band from the other side of Oslo, for both pre- and post-intervention data collections. In addition, to reach our goals of 20 participants in both pre- and post-samples, invitations were sent to ‘Young Friends of the Earth Norway’—a national climate organization aimed at youth. They were all incentivized to participate by offering a 500 NOK gift certificate per participant that was given to the school band’s fund for instrument purchase. The reasoning behind the sampling strategy was that we wanted to investigate the effect of the new system in a population which had the potential to become ‘new cyclists’. Therefore, we aimed to recruit participants with some, but not much cycling experience, and participants with little knowledge about the local route. The invitations to participate included generic information about the experiment and two screening questions (that did not reveal the task or route) were asked to ascertain this. They were told that they would be finding their way to a destination using a bike, but without using their phones or a map while riding, but they could check before starting the route.

The route was estimated to take about 20 minutes to complete. Pre-intervention data was collected in June 2020, and post-intervention data was collected in September 2020. Our recruited
cyclists chose somewhat different routes, but all ended up at the right location. 20 participants completed the test run pre-intervention and 28 completed the test run post-intervention.

Participants met up at a set location in downtown Oslo and were sent in a starting direction that corresponded to an entry-point on a designated bike-route. This ensured that they would rely on signage and that they would immediately encounter the relevant test-route. Those who did not have a bike got a rental bike. Participants were outfitted with the eye-tracking glasses and a GoPro camera (with GPS-tracking) that filmed straight ahead. Before they started their trip, they read and signed an informed consent. Upon reaching the goal location, they were debriefed and answered a short semi-structure interview about what type of information they had noticed, and the extent to which that had found this information useful. For more details on these data, see (Fyhri et al. 2021a).

Figure 2 shows a map of the suggested route cyclists were asked to ride.

![Figure 2 The cycling route through the Oslo city centre: three typical intersections where people would deviate from the route indicated with red arrows (adopted from GoogleMaps)](image)

### 3.2 Analysis

Route choice was analysed by counting number of participants who chose (the whole and segments of) the desired route pre- and post-intervention, based on GPS data from a GoPro camera.

The eye-tracker glasses participants used were Pupil Labs Invisible. These are non-invasive and just require participants to wear glasses that are connected to a smartphone. Two cameras track the eye movements while a third captures what participants are looking at. The software also yields a basic processing of data, showing a red circle in the video highlighting what participants were looking at during their trips. This rudimentary analysis of data was used qualitatively to link the route choice data with a simple analysis of element detection, to link with interview data, but was lacking in detail to do machine learning analyses.
3.2.1 Machine learning algorithm

We further processed the raw data using algorithms developed by Epigram AS. This object detection analysis had the intention to automatically categorize what participants were looking at. If this could be done reliably, we could compare the categorizations for the pre- and post-intervention data collections to look for changes in gaze behaviour.

Figure 3 shows what categorization of road users typically looked like. The neural networks for traffic object identification were pre-trained networks based on FasterRCNN NAS (Zoph et al. 2018). The goal was to build models that could detect pedestrians, cyclists, motorists, but also signs in the videos retrieved using Pupil Labs’ glasses. The pretrained model was further trained on two sets of categories, one using a BelgiumTS (Timofte et al. 2014) for signs and another trained on a COCO object dataset for road users1 (Lin et al. 2014). The model was used to detected objects in single frames. Each sequence of video was post-processed with a tracking-algorithm based on a Kalman filter to be able to follow single objects over a span of time. This was done to let us follow the same unique object even if participants turned their head so that the object disappeared temporarily out of frame.

At the end, the information about gaze behaviour and where participants were looking within the captured video were coordinated with detections and categorizations from the algorithms. Gaze was coordinated with tracked objects. If an object moved within a 30-pixel margin, the object was counted as observed by the participant.

Figure 4 shows one of the graphs produced by this procedure. The x-axis represents time. The first row, ‘eye-sight’, shows when participants gaze behaviour was tracked accurately. Each object type (persons, bicycle, etc.) is represented by two lines. The first (upper) line indicates the object being present in the video, whereas the second (right underneath) shows whether the object was looked at by the participant. For example, persons (i.e. pedestrians) seem to be

---

1 The subset of COCO with labels amongst: person, bicycle, car, motorcycle, bus, truck, traffic light, stop sign and filtered out images containing a ‘representation’ of the object, but not a real instance.
important road users for the cyclist to look at, while the cars are rather kept in the peripheral vision. Such figures can be used to analyse changes in gaze behaviour before and after new signage measures for cyclists are employed.

![Figure 4 Objects looked at by a participant during a route travel](image)

The algorithm performed poorly when tasked with analysing road markings. In one of the iterations, it categorized a cycle lane marking depicting a bicycle as an actual bicyclist. This problem was given some time and attention but remained difficult to solve in the current framework. This is inherent to the models’ pre-training where the pre-training dataset did not differentiate ‘representations’ of an object with the true object itself. Therefore, we simply did not try to further classify road markings in our analysis and rather focused on the other aspects.

### 4 Results

#### 4.1 Effects of the new system on route choice and experiences

Figure 5 shows route choice of all participants, pre- and post-intervention. The figure is based on GPS points and illustrates with colour coding (dark red being highest density) which specific elements of the route most cyclists chose to use.

As cyclists could make route choice decisions at several points, and indeed did so, the analysis is not a simple matter of just counting number of correct/incorrect route choices. Rather, we count the number of cyclists making ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ (according to the guided route) route decisions at certain critical intersections.
We identified three such intersections on the route (also marked on the map in Figure 1). Table 1 shows route choices, pre- and post-intervention, at these three intersections.

Table 1 Share of participants following the intended route, pre- and post-intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>Pre-intervention</th>
<th>Post-intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1; Parkveien; Left</td>
<td>61% 18</td>
<td>73% 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2; Professor Dahls gate; Right</td>
<td>25% 8</td>
<td>47% 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3; Maries gate; Left</td>
<td>17% 6</td>
<td>40% 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of participants that chose the correct route in its entirety was one in the pre-intervention situation and four in the post-intervention situation. So, even if there was a slight increase, most cyclists did not strictly follow the signed route, even after the intervention. The share who followed the intended route increased with 12% from pre- to post-intervention at the first intersection, 22% at the second intersection and 13% at the last intersection. The largest ‘loss’ of participants was made at the last intersection, where 60% chose to not follow the signed route, even post-intervention. This intersection was at the bottom of a hill, where the cyclists would have gained quite some speed, and the intersection would in most instances be quite busy, with traffic arriving from all four legs at the same time.

4.2 What did the cyclists notice, and how was that related to route choice?

To explore further how the signage system influenced route choice we investigated the post-intervention data collected from the first section of the route, ending at intersection 1 (Parkveien). Of the 28 cyclists who followed this part of the route, the eye tracker data was usable for 19 participants.

We analysed the data manually by recording which information items they looked at. We defined ‘looked at’ as:

1. that the gaze rests on the object, and/or
2. that the gaze clearly moved in the direction of the object, e.g. from the roadway to a sign, and then back to the roadway.

Based on the assumption that the choice the cyclists made at the intersection says something about the type of cyclist they are, or how they have absorbed information, it is interesting to compare these two groups of cyclists. Table 2 summarizes the findings from both the qualitative analysis of video/eye tracking data and from the interviews and shows what characterizes left-turning and right-turning cyclists.
Table 2 Characteristics of left and right turning cyclists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Turned left (correct)</th>
<th>Turned right (wrong)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time use</td>
<td>03:27</td>
<td>03:07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noticed road markings (max 5), avg</td>
<td>4,4</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noticed route signs (max 3), avg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noticed last road marking</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlooked last road marking</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N participants</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those who turned right cycled faster and looked less at the signs than those who turned left. But there was no difference in how many of the markings on the ground they had seen.

The question then is whether they have seen the marking and not understood it (e.g. not noticing the left arrow on the last one), or whether they have seen it and not thought of it as relevant to them (e.g. not were aware that they must follow route number 2). Of the right turning cyclists, 2 out of 5 noticed the last road marking (with a left turning arrow). It was quite clear from looking at the video data that most of the right turning cyclists had a clear idea of which route they were going to follow, and that they did not let the route information influence this decision. Interestingly, in the debriefing interview, two of them admitted that they had lost a bit track of the route after the first intersection. They had simply followed a known route in the general direction they were heading to, but then at some point they felt they should have made a better choice to avoid a very challenging and busy intersection.

It is also interesting to note that a significant number (6 out of 14) of the left turning cyclists did not appear to notice the last road marking. It is hard to know if these cyclists actually missed this information (but had got it from a road sign earlier on the route) or if they did in fact see it in the peripherical vision. If the peripherical vision is at work here, it means that the cyclists from the exposure to the first four symbols on the route had recorded a visual imprint of the symbol (including the arrow), so that no focal vision was needed to gain the visual information required to make a route decision.

4.3 Distraction analysis

An important aspect to investigate in this project was whether the new signage strategy worked as intended to help cyclists, or whether the information became overwhelming. The analysis presented in this paper could help illuminate this problem by comparing categorizations of gaze behaviour from cyclists before and after the new strategy was implemented. Figure 5 shows that much variation in what paths the participants actually travelled on, therefore we chose a segment of the route and submitted it to analysis. Figure 6 shows the aggregate percentage of time spent observing different road users or signs on this segment, divided by pre- and post-intervention period.

None of the differences between pre- and post-periods were found to be significant at a \( \alpha < 0.05 \)-level. The most important finding is the variability within each category. ‘Persons’ seem to be the most looked at, with cars and cyclists also being looked at a lot. We found no meaningful difference in time spent looking at signs. Time spent looking at route symbols in the road was not recorded.
5 Discussion

Adding new information elements in already complicated traffic environment involves a potential risk. Our results indicate that the new elements introduced as part of Oslo city’s new signage strategy did not lead to less attention to other road users. Improving signage for cyclists could help bring about a future less reliant on private cars for city transport. Having more easy-to-understand signage could also improve traffic safety by moving cyclists’ perception away from interpreting which route to choose and towards navigating traffic safely. Our results suggest that novel methods of gathering and analysing data could be useful for improving conditions for cyclists. The machine-learning approach opens a door to analyse large quantities of data in a way that is not feasible with other more qualitative analyses.

The discussion remains as to the validity of ET data. There is reason to believe that what people fix their gaze on is more likely to be consciously perceived, but it is not always the case. Additionally, people may be consciously or unconsciously aware of stimuli outside of their visual fixation. This is an inherent problem with analysis of ET data that is hard to avoid. One could argue that larger amounts of data could amend this issue, as people vary in their perception. At the very least, this would leave a model explaining what cyclists fix their eyes on while cycling.
Whether or not they actively perceive these stimuli would need other kinds of data collections to assess.

Although one of the main benefits of doing automated data analysis is the ability to process larger amounts of data, the data collection process is still arduous. Recruiting a varied sample of the general public to do a 20-minute bike trip requires good incentivization and researchers waiting at the start and finish. The limited storage and battery capacity of the ET glasses, in addition to changing schedules of participants, means that data collection will take weeks to complete. There was also a concern that we would mainly recruit people who were already quite comfortable cycling in the city centre of Oslo. Future research should seek to improve on these points. Still, a core strength of our automated analysis is that the entire video was analysed quickly, as opposed to analysing still images or manually analysing entire 20-minute videos.

Analysing data using machine learning in this fashion also carries other benefits. A significant benefit is that researchers can get less bias in their analyses. If one algorithm is set to categorize larger sets of data, it will produce results based on the same methods without any subjective leanings, minimizing the need for countermeasures such as inter-rater reliability. Reliable analyses could mean easier interpretation of results, as least within studies using the same algorithm.

Because of the inherent difficulty in assessing the degree to which people get distracted by signage, ET research should be interpreted with caution. For cyclists, it is also difficult to precisely determine what would be an adequate visual fixation and what should be counted as distraction. Previous research has suggested that an equilibrium between central elements in the cyclists’ trajectory is a key point of fixation (Mantuano et al. 2017), and that demanding infrastructure may retract from this fixation. It is of importance to notice and be aware of extraneous elements such as larger vehicles because these pose risk to your safety as a cyclist. However, they would also need to use some attention on primary navigation, and this attention split will vary based on the traffic environment and experience level of the cyclist (Rupi & Krizek 2019; Kovacsova et al. 2018). Future research could seek to develop methods and models for assessing ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ uses of visual attention for cyclists.

There is also an unresolved issue regarding variability among cyclists. Some are naturally less acquainted with certain traffic situations and may require more attention to safety rather than navigation. Similar issues are discussed for car drivers, where variability among drivers have been found greater than variability among measures tested (Grahn & Taipalus 2021). These concerns would also apply to analysing ET data from cyclists. Automated analyses using machine learning, such as the one conducted in this paper, would be preferable, because it does not imply a correct way of distributing one’s attentional resources.

The current paper complemented ET-data with interviews shortly after the completed ride and thus could also offer insight into what cyclists were aware of. Still there were some limitations. The ride lasted for some 20 minutes, and it was not easy for the riders to remember precisely what they had noticed along the route. Research from driving simulators indicate that car riders can forget as much as 50% of clearly noticed other road users, even after just some few seconds (Robbins et al. 2019).

To get more precise data about cyclists’ conscious deliberation, participants could cycle a short distance covering one particular element of infrastructure, before partaking in an interview. This would focus results on one specific element at a time and allow for more direct interpretation of their answers. This eliminates some conjecture about whether participants fully perceived the elements in question and narrows down the margin of error on the part of the cyclist. The issue still would remain as to what degree people are aware of the determinants of their behaviour, but this could be a step towards deeper insight. Another approach could be to compare different traffic conditions. Here, cyclists could encounter busy or quiet intersections with
differing presence of signage, road markings or other road users. Taking cycling experience and route familiarity into account could also help improve our understanding of variations between participants. Future research could employ complimentary data collections to improve on our methods.

The analysis from the machine learning algorithm suggested that cyclists were not distracted by the new road signs and symbols. The fact that not all participants adhered to the suggestions about what route to follow, supports this finding. This was also quite clear when observing the gaze movements from the cyclists. As the traffic environment became more complex, attention to route guidance information became subordinate, as was exemplified at the last intersection we analysed.

There was a difference in how easy it was to interpret the gaze of the participants, since some participants had more clear and calm gaze movements than others. The lighting conditions also create some challenges, since many of the recordings were made in clear weather. The contrasts then mean that it can be difficult to see objects that are in light or shadow, respectively. Furthermore, it is not possible from the video recording to identify objects that are far away (they do not appear in the image, or the point of view is not precise enough to distinguish which objects the participant is actually looking at, you cannot see whether it is the sign or just the ‘horizon’). But in most cases, it was possible to make an interpretation of what was seen.

Our analyses should be considered preliminary. These are data points from quite few cyclists. The primary outcome of this study is the investigation of novel ways of gathering and analysing data to solve problems for the future of transport. ET and machine learning proved useful in categorizing gaze behaviour and fixation, but one should be careful in drawing conclusions about inattention or distraction from this.

6 Conclusions

This paper trialled a novel method of analysing ET-data from cyclists in a dynamic traffic environment. We found that the machine learning algorithms were able to detect and categorize important infrastructure and road users. Supplementary qualitative analyses were conducted for key points of the route cycled by participants. The examined intervention was found to affect cyclist behaviour to some extent, particularly for slower cyclists. The knowledge gained from this work could help guide future infrastructure decisions, especially for signage and guidance. This is also an important step forward for future research, that should continue to explore machine learning as a way of investigating the information needs of cyclists. Researchers could also improve the data models from this paper to include other factors, such as road markings.
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